Mustud
‘Mustud’ available now.
Free on the Apple App Store.
An app for creating music theory worksheets and exams.

Designed by a music educator turned iOS developer, Mustud aims to be the ultimate
replacement for the clunky tools we’ve been using for years.
Up until now, teachers would have to either make use of the pre-made worksheet libraries
bundled into current sheet music software, spend hours searching the internet, or make
their own using applications not designed for the task.
‘Mustud’ (as far as I know) is the only software that has been designed for this speci c
task. It features a new kind of layout system called ‘Fragments’. Each Fragment is an
isolated and customizable row of information that can be added to the document.
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For example, if you want to add a set of blank sta lines, you can do that with the ‘Lines
Fragment’. Duplicate this fragment a few times and you’ll have yourself a full sheet of
blank manuscript paper!

Editing
Every Fragment has its own unique screen for customisation. Titles and Paragraphs
have text elds. The Grand Sta Fragment allows you to select a Clef, Key, and Time
Signature.

Title Editor

Grand Staff Editor

Guitar Chord Diagram
selection screen

Sharing
All documents can be shared as a PDF or .mustud le type. The PDFs are generated at
the code level as vectors. This means that the les are small and of in nitely crisp quality.
There are no pre-rendered images here!

iPadOS
The iPad version of the app is also worth mentioning as it allows you to compose and
view your changes at the same time with the editor and preview screens displayed sideby-side.
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Mustud also has dark mode!

macOS
Released as of 31st March,
2021.

Contact
Beau Nouvelle - Mustud
Developer/Designer
Twitter: @beaunouvelle
Website: https://
beaunouvelle.com

Mustud Support
Twitter: @mustudapp
Website: https://mustud.app
Email: mustud@getswifty.dev

iOS App Store
https://apps.apple.com/app/id930222649

